Friday, 16 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Plaza)
7:00 PM

Street Beat
Musical Show - Egypt
(20 minutes)

Street Beat is an artistically powerful show of twenty
musicians creating a musical act that is multi-layered in its
richness, where the perfect setting blends with a catching
mélange of Egyptian and African beats created by some
of the best musicians from across Egypt.The ambiance is
thrilling to sense, watch, and hear.
Percussionists
Ahmed Ali el-Kholy
Karim Mahmoud Abdel Sadek
Momen Hassan Mahgoub
Karim Mohamed Sheta
Tawfik Khaled Osama
Islam Abdel Moneim Abdel Aty
Sarah Hassan Saleh
Hadir Abdel Rehim Osman
Donia Sami Mohamed
Marwa Mahmoud Lotfy
Malek TarekKhamis
Mirna el-Naggar
Zeina el-Maghraby
Dalal Fathy Abdel Rahman

Trumpet
Youssef Mostafa Mohamed
Mohamed Ibrahim Barakat
Keyboard
Mohamed el-Sayed Mostafa
Saxophone
Marawan Mowafak
Bass Guitar
Ahmed Mohamed Abdel Rassoul
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Drums
Ehab Lars
Scenography
Erra
Idea and Composition
Amr Galal

Friday, 16 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Great Hall)
7:30 PM

Saturday, 17 October 2015
Falaki Theatre Cairo
8:00 PM

Faith in God

Afro Jungle Jeegs – Kenya
(30 minutes)
Faith in God is a show where energy and technique come together to
create an impact of extraordinary emotional intensity. The public gets
involved becoming the star of a party full of movement, joy, warmth,
and music. Their performance includes Human Pyramid, Limbo dance,
Acrobatic Figures, Acrobatic Jumps, Rope Jumps, and African Dance.
The African Jungle Jeegs do not seek the easy applause; on the contrary
they bring into play all their enthusiasm, energy, and their
extraordinary abilities to the limit.
About Afro Jungle Jeegs
Hailing from Nairobi, the Afro Jungle Jeegs have received
training at the Jericho Hall since childhood specializing
in acrobatic and circus arts. Given their natural
predispositions to rhythm and balance, they
gradually became a group taking the name of
African Jungle Jeegs. They became very famous
since 2004 through their participation in many
International European festivals. Through their
wonderful choreographed acrobatics, the
Afro Jungle Jeegs presents the coolest in
Kenyan
Performers
Erick Odida Onacha
Hamphrey Omondi Raudo
Kalume Stephen Charo
Nicholas Onyango Agero
Joseph Sifa Sulubu
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Saturday, 17 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Plaza)
12:00 PM & 7:30 PM

Parada Narrnia
Grotest Maru - Germany
(30 minutes)

The big white bird, the sad prince, the magic unicorn princess, and
the rest of the forgotten queen’s court are travellers from a fairy
world. They wake up to share with us tales and pictures from their
universe. Visually impressive stilt figures and ground characters
invite people into their play.
About Grotest Maru
Grotest Maru creates theatre in public spaces and is inspired by
visual, physical, and object theatre. Specialises in developing
site-specific projects for different situations, architectural spaces,
or landscapes; Grotest Maru explores forms of communication
that cross cultural borders. As a network of international artists,
the company creates a universal image-based theatrical language,
mostly without words, that can be understood worldwide.
Performers
Axel Mayer
Catia Patricia De Almeida Santos
Sergio Goni Serrano
Director
Ursula Maria Berzborn
Tour Manager
Nadine Becker
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Saturday 17 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Plaza)
12:45 PM

Secret Circus

Clownish Circus Theater - Austria
(30-50 minutes)
Two on the road, who have great abilities with no obligations, start
dreaming. They dream of the circus. They pull a small circus out of their
pockets and suitcases, one you would not have expected there. They play
with short, grotesque and wild acrobatic performances; show dressage,
magic, juggling and a great deal of interaction with the audience in order
to win their hearts.
Secret Circus is that small secret circus within each of us, yet it can be
resurrected all of a sudden and at any time.
Performers
Marta Laschkolnig
Fausto Henrique Tenorio de Souza
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Saturday 17 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Plaza)
1:30 PM & 6:30 PM

Sunday 18 October 2015
Teatro el-Maadi (Cairo)
8:00 PM

The Yelling Kitchen Prince
Bram Graafland – The Netherlands
(27 minutes)

Actor, musician and theatre maker Bram Graafland
is ‘De Gillende Keukenprins’ (The Yelling Kitchen
Prince). The Yelling Kitchen prince’s apparatus is the
unique all in one Kitchen-organ-drum set: Cooking,
playing the organ and drumming at the same time...a
piece of cake! This physical show spins frantically
between being theatre, a circus act and a music
concert, but its final delivery is all about the baking
of one solitary pancake. Flying ingredients, pounding
music, a really sharp cooking knife all add the driving
force for the twenty-seven-and-an-half minutes it takes
for this ode to reach its climax...the solitary pancake!
Obviously this frenetic process does always run like
clockwork!

Performer
Bram Graafland
Technical Manager
Jan Gaasenbeek
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Saturday 17 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Gallery)
8:30 PM

Prakasa: Light Juggling
Performance & Open Audience Playground
Circus Lumineszenz in collaboration with Shining
Shadows - Austria
(45 minutes)

In Circus Lumineszenz Light Juggling Performances, visuals
are created from scratch departing from the light effects of the
juggling toys. The audience can be part of the show and paint
with Light in real-time!
About Circus Lumineszenz:
Circus Lumineszenz is an artistic and educational project where,
through the use of light and creative technology, they develop
multimedia environments, installations, performances and
objects where the audience is invited not only to contemplate
and enjoy, but in most cases, to actively participate as creators
of the experience as well.

Performers
Leonardo Bettinelli
Adriana Stoiber
Nicole Westreicher
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Sunday, 18 October 2015
French Institute in Alexandria
6:00 PM

Monkey's Theatre

Confused Clown Story - Bulgaria
(30 minutes)
Two clowns accidently fall on the stage, to be continued…..
We are finding different ways to express our self and break the cage.
We want to bring back the magic from the dreams to keep her longer
in the streets and in theatres, to make people believe in miracles.
We are here, to make unbelievable believable.
We are here, to dive in to the jungle of IMAGINATION.
‘The Monkeys jump from line to line, to touch the strings of the soul,
body and emotions of the audience.
The Monkey’s company was formed in 2014 in Sofia ,Bulgaria.
Performers
Anna Valeriya Arman Gostanyan
Lyubomir Petrov Zhelev
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Sunday, 18 October 2015
Teatro Eskendria (Alexandria)
7:30 PM

Tuesday, 20 October 2015
Teatro el-Maadi (Cairo)
8:00 PM

Hello Goodbye

Yosuke Ikeda – Japan
(25 minutes)
Yosuke Ikeda presents a totally new style of performance blending
mime with graphic and acoustic arts. ‘Hello Goodbye’ is one of
his well-known pieces based on “The Beatles” famous song. The
lyrics of the song appearing many different ways synchronized
with music, and all the things studded here and there culminate
beautifully in the end. This is only a part of his show. All his
works based on juggling, pantomime, and magic techniques are
surprisingly precise and sophisticated and absolutely entertaining.
He uses no languages, so it is easy to understand for all ages and
countries. He performed his act in many street festivals,
comedy theatre sand club houses around the world.
And every time, his act blew audience’s mind.
Performer
Yosuke Ikeda
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Sunday, 18 October 2015
Nadina Club - Kom El Dekka
9:00 PM

Ohne Louis

Roikkuva - Switzerland
(25 minutes)
Ohne Louis is a passionate, yet cheeky, love triangle. This humorous
and highly expressive performance, without words, is set in a bizarre
world full of surprises. An atmospheric and rhythmic piece of dance
and acrobatics told through a multi-instrument one-man band. The
story unfolds on a wire accompanied by brooms and singing fluffy
toys. Ohne Louis has already excited audiences at festivals in Busker
Bern (Switzerland), La Strada (Germany), kleines Fest im grossen
Garten (Germany), and in Cairo (Egypt).
About Roikkuva
After producing several internationally acclaimed shows; such as
Harjahti (2003-2009), PuuPääT (2006) and installation (2007 - 2011);
the core creative team decided to form a new company: Roikkuva. The
company is a joint venture between the existing company “F-ART”
of Andreas Muntwyler and Ulla Tikka, the musician/composer Lukas
Stäger and head of production Michael Durrer. All four founders
are trained and experienced professionals in their respective fields.
Accordingly, Roikkuva stands for artistically independent quality
productions. We estimate that there is a great demand for artisticmusical dance-theatre in the style of Roikkuva.
Performers
Andreas Muntwyler
Ulla Tikka
Lukas Staeger
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Sunday, 18 October 2015
Nadina Club - Kom El Dekka
9:30 PM

The Lampman

Compagnie Linga - Switzerland
(30 minutes)
Wandering around the cities, Lampman interrogates the
strangeness of the existence, returning like a distorting
mirror the questions of those passing by. Peering at
the world through its light, Lampman has already
performed in the streets of Beirut, Lima, or Ramallah.
Metaphor of the introspective gaze, modern time
Cyclops, he is going to enlighten and question
the people of Alexandria. Hybrid being half
object and half human, Lampman sneaks in the
city walls to reveal its liveliness and reactivity.
Performer
Mohamed Amin
Idea and Choreography
Katarzyna Gdaniec
Marco Cantalupo
Production
Compagnie Linga
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Monday, 19 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Plaza)
7:00 PM

Tuesday, 20 October 2015
Teatro el-Maadi (Cairo)
7:00 PM

Dancing Graffiti

BANDART Productions - Hungary
(25 minutes)
The award winning “Dancing Graffiti” is a unique interdisciplinary
street theatre performance about the roles of private, public and inner
personal walls that combines dance with live digital graffiti art. The
performance collects all kinds of urban graffiti into one playful story
that follows the evolution of a character from her birth, through her
fights, until she discovers special inner powers
About BANDART Productions:
BANDART Productions is a collaboration of Katalin Lengyel dancerchoreographer and Szabolcs Toth-Zsiga. new media artist. Their first
piece called “Dancing Graffiti” was created in Glasgow in co-production
with Conflux in 2013 and the same year it received the Jury’s Award
of Antré Festival. Since then it has been invited to international street
art festivals, open-door music festivals, dance festivals and events of
new media institutions. Their second piece called “You-Topia” was
commissioned by the World
Forum for Democracy and
premiered in the Council of
Europe in Strasbourg in
November 2014.
Performers
Katalin Lengyel
SZABOLCS TÓTH-ZS
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Monday, 19 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Great Hall)
09:00 PM

Balalaika

Al Darb Al Ahmar Arts School-DAAS. - Egypt

(50 minutes)

Join us in an evening of pure fun, a performance that mixes acrobatics with jazz, rope
walking with juggling, singing with trapeze stunts, all aptly performed by the wonderful
Al Darb Al Ahmar Arts School students. Balalaika is for adults and children, for happy
people and those walking with heavy hearts, busy people and those who have plenty of time,
sophisticated intellectuals and no worry dudes.
About Al Darb Al Ahmar Arts School:
The school was launched in March 2011 in order to train the young children of the area aged
between 8 and 18 to perform circus arts and play percussion and brass instruments.
The purpose is to help children from Cairo’s Darb Al Ahmar district gain new career prospect
by training them in circus arts and music, opening up prospects for employment in the future
in the arts, music and other creative fields. The project also seeks to raise the awareness of
the inhabitants of this district on the value of art and its role in community development. The
school troupe has presented a variety of performance including one designed by STOMP in
June 2013, Darbaka in February 2014, and the musical Lost and Found in February 2014,
which was performed in Cairo and Beirut. They have also participated in the children theatre
festival in Kuwait and in three rounds of Cairo International Circus Festival (CirCairo), and
performed at El Genaina Theater, Falaky Theater and Beit El Sehemy.

Trainers
Percussions
Brass Instruments
Ahmed Ali
Moahmed Youssef
Shams Salem
Ahmed Ismail Artistic Supervision
Basama El Husseiny
General Supervision
Khawla Abou Saada

Circus Techniques
Adel El Bahdali
Hussein Abou El Leil
Singing and Vocal techniques
Belal El Sheikh
Photo Credit
Hamdy Reda
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Tuesday, 20 October 2015
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (Great Hall)
8:00 PM

The Language of Chance
Acrobatic Conundrum - USA
(90 minutes)

Exploring meaning and chaos by flipping, tumbling, and balancing at
the edge, 6 acrobats delve into the seeming randomness of life. They
relentlessly dare to fly, despite the odds. In seeking story, along the
way they create their own. By turns wild, poetic, and breath-taking,
the Language of Chance is a mesmerizing evening of aerial rope,
dance, acrobatics, and clown. With pieces by KT Niehoff, Elizabeth
Klob, and choreography by Katheryn Reed.
About Acrobatic Conundrum:
The Acrobatic Conundrum was founded in 2012, by Terry
Crane and Joselynn Engstrom. We are dedicated to
creating performance experiences that delight and
inspire audiences. Conundrum shows
feature moments of absurd and
intimate humanity. The artists
of the Acrobatic Conundrum
tell their stories as individuals as well as take
physical risks live onstage. As a company, they are
dedicated to a vision of human courage, connection,
and collaboration.
Performers
Wesley Hauffe
Anna Thomas-Henry
Erica Rubinstein

Zora Blade
Carey Cramer
Ty Vennewitz
Jonathan Rose
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Wednesday, 21 October 2015
French Institute in Alexandria
8:00 PM

Right Before Birth
El-Wekala Cairo - Egypt

(30 minutes)

‘Right Before Birth’ is an experimental multimedia performance,
created by director/producer Amina el-Banna. Thirty minutes of
music, visuals and choreography, exploring the moments of selfabsorption and inner-peace before taking on a new challenge in life.
About El-Wekala Cairo:
El-Wekala-Cairo, an art and media production company, involved
primarily in developing exotic ideas, through different channels.
“Right Before Birth” is El-Wekala’s first theatre production,
introducing a team of independent young artists, creating their first
performance.
Director:
Amina El Banna
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Thursday, 22 October 2015
Jesuits Cultural Centre in Alexandria
8:00 PM

Pasos

Cie Augustus Pana and Missi Fu
France
(30 minutes)
Two circus artists are using a unique physical language
to tell stories and engross imagery. The show creates an
unexpected place for an audience to get lost in a world of
humour and energy.
Performers
Mario Augusto Gonzalez
Fougère Domergue
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Tuesday, 20 October 2015
Wednesday, 21 October 2015
Jesuits Cultural Centre in Alexandria
7:30 PM

Volatile

Lies Collective
(Switzerland – Egypt)

(50 minutes)

Volatile is a physical theatre project freely inspired by The Conference of the Birds,
a collection of medieval poems by Persian poet Fariduddin Attar. Within the larger
context of the story of the journey of the birds, and the reference to the Sufi doctrine,
Attar masterfully tells many short, didactic stories in captivating poetic style.
A few, significant excerpts of the Conference were chosen for their
message and universal character to serve as substructure
for volatile.
It was in China, late one moonless night,
The Simorgh first appeared to mortal sight
He let a feather float down through the air,
And rumors of its fame spread everywhere
Katarzyna Gdaniec and Marco Cantalupo founded
Contemporary
Dance Company Linga in 1992 in Lausanne (Switzerland), starting a choreographic
research in tune with political and social issues; Company Linga has become an
artistic entity whose talent is recognized internationally. The collaboration with
Egyptian scene started in 2012 and led to the creation of the Lies Collectives, a
group of young actors researching and developing a new aesthetic in theatre. Mixing
body language and theatre techniques, volatile is the second production of the Lies
Collective. Lies Project is supported by Pro-Helvetia in Cairo.
Editing (Arabic Text)
Dr Medhat Issa
With the Collaboration of the Actors:
Khoulod Mohamed Abd Elhamid, Ahmed
Samir Metwally, Basem Reda el-Karmout,
Essam Ali Omer, Aya Nasr Mostafa, Mohamed
Ahmed Meeky, Mohamed Amin Saleh, and
Mohamed Maged el-Hagrasy

Direction and choreography
Marco Cantalupo
Assistant
Mohamed Maged el-Hagrasy
Dramaturgy
Menha El-Betray
Light Designer
Ibrahim el-Forn

Performances
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Monday, 19 October 2015
French Institute in Alexandria
6:00 PM

FOUR SHORT CIRCUS FILMS
“Flip – Polte – Club – Narri”
(2013)
Circo Aereo - Finland
(34 minutes)

Circo Aereo’s short film series focuses on one circus
art, portraying and examining it through the camera
enabling a perspective that would not be possible in
theatres.
Flip: (9 mins)
Flip is a momentary leap to freedom, an escape
from the mundane daily routine.
Polte: (8:20 mins)
Burn is the inner fire, a passion burning like fire.
Club: (8:32 mins)
Club is a society of four men, a club in silver and
black and white.

Narri: (8:30 mins)
Narri is a journey from 18th century castle into the
black box theatre of present times.
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Directed by Sanna Silvennoinen
Filmed by Jukka Mantere
Produced by Circo Aereo and Ilves Films 2014
FILM

Monday, 19 October 2015
Teatro el-Maadi (Cairo)
7:30 PM

Tuesday, 20 October 2015
Teatro Eskendria (Alexandria)
6:30 pm

Rumba

(2008)
Belgium - France
MK2
(77 minutes)
Teachers in a rural school, happy couple Fiona and Dom have a
common passion: Latin Dancing. One night, after a glorious dance
competition, they have a car accident and see their lives turn upside
down. Rumba or how optimism and humour can overcome fatality!
Directors
Dominque Abel
Fiona Gordon
Bruno Romy
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Wednesday, 21 October 2015
Teatro Eskendria (Alexandria)
6:30 PM

Cirque du Soleil: Worlds Away
(2012)
USA
(91 minutes)

A young woman is entranced by an Aerialist. When they fall into the
dreamlike world of Cirque du Soleil and are separated, they travel
through the different tent worlds trying to find each other.
Director
Andrew Adamson
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Thursday, 22 October 2015
Janaklees Studio (Alexandria)
5:00 PM

The Circus
(1928)
France
MK2
(72 minutes)

Wrongfully accused of criminal acts, a tramp (Charlie Chaplin)
unwittingly ducks into a big top; where his bumbling attempts to
avoid pursuing police officers earn the laughter and applause of the
circus-goers. Impressed, the ringmaster (Allan Garcia) decides to
employ the tramp as an entertainer. In between getting trapped in a
lion’s cage and partaking in clumsy high wire escapades, he falls for
a beautiful show rider (Merna Kennedy), who unfortunately has eyes
for a daring tightrope USA acrobat.
Director
Charlie Chaplin
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Launch your own Creative Business
“Train the Entrepreneur Programme”
18-21 October 2015
Swedish Institute in Alexandria
Trainer: Alison Grade
The programme is directed to creative entrepreneurs who have a business
idea or a start-up that has been running for less than two years and they want
to gain the skills and knowledge to take your business to the next level.
Nesta’s programme has been developed for creative entrepreneurs from
any sector—film, music, design, fashion, media, publishing and more, to
enable participants to explore their idea and its commercial viability, whilst
helping them to develop the skills to set up and run a creative enterprise. It
provides the opportunity for participants to learn how to create a business
that truly reflects their passion and values and to network with like-minded
entrepreneurs in the Egyptian creative sector. The training is kindly hosted
by the Swedish Institute in Alexandria.
This programme is delivered through a partnership between the British
Council and the International Association for Creation and Training (I-act),
who facilitated the Arabic translation of the Nesta toolkit with support from
the British Council in Egypt. ‘Launching your own creative business’, is a
kit which has helped over 500 creative entrepreneurs around the world to
turn their creative ideas into viable and successful businesses.
About the Trainer
Alison is a Nesta-accredited Creative Enterprise Trainer. Alison uses her
rare mix of creative, academic and business experience to help transform
creative concepts into business reality.
Alison has formal academic training as well as being an entrepreneur who
has established her own businesses. She spent 15 years working at senior
level in many media companies - predominantly in international television
and film production, rights management and strategy. This has led her to
being in demand by many creative businesses as a consultant and non-exec.
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Dance, Computer Technology and Real
Time Projected Drawing
18 October 2015
Centre Rézodanse
By BANDART Productions -Hungary
The workshop will combine dance, computer technology and real
time projected drawing. The workshop will focus of experiencing the
flow in the body through certain dance techniques and the participants
will have a quick insight into interactive technologies and will have
the chance to explore the connection between live created animation
and their own movements. The training is delivered by BANDART
Productions from Hungary.

Light Painting Workshop
19 October 2015
French Institute in Alexandria
By Circus Lumineszenz – Austria
Circus Lumineszenz Light Painting Workshop is about using different
light sources together with a photo camera and long exposure pictures
to paint traces of light in the images. During two hours participant
will go through the basics of the technique, check out different toys,
and practice the technique to show it afterwards in a demonstration.
The workshop is co-organised with the Austrian Cultural Forum in
Egypt.
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Introduction to Arkaos Software and
Projection Mapping
20-21 October 2015
Centre Rézodanse
Alexandria
Trainer: Jonathan Roberts - UK
The Backstage Centre
A two-day course exploring the capabilities of projectors for the
purpose of projection mapping onto 2D and 3D objects; including
buildings. Using Arkaos software you will learn how to use a single
projector to map onto multiple objects and apply video content. The
workshop is a mix of theory and practical methods to acquire all the
basic skills for working with projectors and the Arkaos software.
About the Trainer
Jonathan is the Technical Manager at The Backstage Centre. He has
spent the last 15 years exploring technical theatre through numerous
performance opportunities and exciting projects. After achieving a
First Class Honours degree in Dance Theatre from Trinity Laban,
Conservatoire for Music and Dance he decided to focus more time
on developing technical design and production management. Using
the latest state of the projection and video mapping technology Jon
has been involved in teaching students and project managing over
the last few years. He is proud to have worked on all four major
ceremonies at the London 2012 Olympic Games and is continuing
this legacy with a three day festival at the end of November this year
across the Olympic Park. Other projects include building launches,
large scale digital art, theatrical backdrops and 3D mapping onto
objects. Jon is always looking for the next exciting project and is
always keen to explore new equipment and concepts.
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Acrobatic Techniques for Children
16 October 2015 - Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Arts School
by Roikkuva Company - Switzerland
A workshop  conducted by the Swiss theatre company Roikkuva to
the students of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Arts School in Cairo to hone their
acrobatic skills.
Storytelling Techniques for Children
17 October 2015
Ensan Art Centre
Alexandria
Trainer: Cliodhna Noonan
Ireland
“SHAKE AND STOP!” is storytelling sessions held by Cliodhna
Noonan, who is an experienced early years practical workshops leader
and concentrates mainly on storytelling and early years music. She
has written and produced three performances for early years settings
and is the international programmer on “Space Invaders Festival” in
Ireland and “Labas! Festival” in Lithuania. Her Latest workshops
”SHAKE AND STOP!” is a story and music session for English
Beatbox Workshop
19 October 2015
Al-Cabina - Alexandria
By Liubomir J elev
Bulgaria
Conducted by Liubomir Jelev from the Bulgarian Monkey’s Theater,
the Beatbox workshop is a chance for already existing musicians as
well as beginners to develop new vocal skills and techniques.
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Dialogue
Programme

Reprocessing Public Spaces for Arts
“Let us Move Forward”
French Institute in Alexandria
22 October 2015
(Not open to public)
The International Association for Creation and Training (I-act) along
with Swedish Institute in Alexandria and in cooperation with the
French Institute in Alexandria are hosting a roundtable discussion
around the “Reprocessing Public Spaces for Arts” under the title“
Let Us Move Forward”.
The main purpose is to propose realistic and applicable solutions
to present arts (theatre, music, cinema, and plastic arts) in public
spaces in Alexandria. The fields in which these spaces could be
used will be throrughly explored in the session so as to solve the
problem of lacking art spaces, which hinders many young troupes
from performing before their interested audiences.
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